FRAX Adjusted for TBS Release Notes

17.07.17 Release TBS Adjustment FRAX v1.2

- Correction of error in TBS adjustment for women’s FRAX MOF when measured on Hologic equipment
  - It had been noted that the adjustment implemented in v1.1, intended for use in men measured on Hologic equipment, had also been applied in error to the FRAX MOF for women measured on Hologic. This has now been corrected.

19.06.17 Release TBS Adjustment FRAX v1.1

- The relationship between TBS and major osteoporotic fracture (MOF) was noted to be different for men measured by Hologic.
- A new adjustment has been implemented to take this into account.
  - A new field has been added to select the scanning manufacturer
- The age entered into the TBS adjustment is now expressed to 2 decimal places, where previously the age was truncated to an integer, (e.g. age 70.9 is now entered as 70.90 but previously was entered as 70)